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INTRODUCTION 

The working of an ideal society in terms of leadership, followership, economy, 

etc. has been prescribed by Allah through His Messenger, Muhammad (SAW). 

When man especially believers deviate from this due to greed or perceived 

civilisation, they create problems for themselves and the society become chaotic. 

This dramatized piece aims at proffering tangible and sustainable solutions to 

eight critical problems of the Ummah today especially in Nigeria. These are 

departure of traditional rulers who are considered Muslim leaders from the ideals 

of Shehu Usumanu, appalling attitude of Muslims privileged to hold (political) 

positions of authority, unethical means of producing young ones who grow up to 

become tyrant leaders and avoidable poverty. Others are misinterpretation of 

federal character principle which makes beneficiaries believe that they are 

serving their states or regions instead of all, mismanagement of time and 

opportunities, bastardised interpersonal relationships between Muslims (spouses 

– before and after marriage, teachers and students, parents and children, etc.) as 

well as commercialisation of du’a.   

Though some of the suggestions may seem radical like resignation or 

dethronement of ill-fitting traditional rulers and limiting courtship to two weeks, 

the deplorable condition of the Ummah calls for such. I am sure Shehu Usmanu 

will suffer a “heart melt” if per chance he comes back to discover that the unified 

Ummah he left behind is now having avoidable problems such as staggered 

commencement of Ramadan fast because inheritors of his flag have more or less 

become self-serving toothless bulldogs. What more of Rasul (SAW)? Therefore, 

each and every Muslim has a role to play in rescuing the Ummah from the present 

quagmire by acquiring authentic religious knowledge, practicing it and be 

disciplined.  

Muhammad Imran Muhammad 
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OPENING 

Muhammad Mansur, Muhammad Sulayman and Muhammad Aminu are the 

curious citizens who have paid a visit to Muhammad Naibi Bokun. Their common 

objective is to have a fair understanding of the history we are caught up in. The 

visit has ended up like an examination, but is worthwhile. Muhammad Naibi 

Bokun is neither the President nor the Governor nor a Legislator But has lived 

longer than them and has been fairly observant in the course of his survival. And 

the visitors wish to live better than Muhammad Naibi Bokun. 

They will spend a semester before going on break to their respective homes. They 

have therefore chosen to visit once in a week. And below is the record of 

interaction, for the positive orientation of whoever similarly cares. 

CONCERN ONE 

The three arrive and greeted the host in turn. The host welcomed each of them. 

He offered them acacia for entertainment. 

Muhammad Sulayman  

Our traditional rulers are like not clearly leaders. It is like they are struggling to 

become relevant at the risk of humiliation because we may do without them. They 

are not clearly religious leaders because Islam is not principally defined by award 

of titles, durbar or anniversaries celebrations. It is not like a hobby of leading 

Friday or Eid prayer at will. And their push to be entrenched in the constitution 

says it all. So, when political leaders ask for their cooperation or call them fathers, 

it is confusing. What is the truth about this class of important people? 

Muhammad Naibi Bokun  

I believe that you are right. And it is most unfortunate. What I know is that, those 

who collected flags of allegiance arising from the Jihad of Shehu Usumanu bin 
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Fodio recognized, admitted and lived by three factors. The individuals that have 

come to succeed these people are either ignorant, nonchalant or abusive of these 

factors. 

In the first place, the introduction of the colonial system of rule is not a sufficient 

excuse for the present status. Indeed the remnant integrity of these rulers is like 

feasting on the old genuine glory that was established and allowed to wither away. 

This is why even the colonialists created the concept of indirect rule. Nothing in 

the arrangement compelled believers to abandon their rights and duties to one 

another and to the leaders. The new system is claimed to provide protection for 

non-Muslims. But within the jurisdiction of the caliphate there were non-Muslims 

and even unbelievers, living freely. 

The first factor was that, the flag bearing was not based on blood ties. Even the 

children and brothers of Usumanu were not only believers but learned. Moreover 

Usumanu was not himself a ruler, as emir of any place or in any palace. But today, 

the present successors have become so, by either biological or clan relationship. 

Either way, it has become enshrined as ascriptive. But Jihad is based on 

knowledge and discipline in Islam. The guide is in the leadership of direct 

communication with Allah (SWT). The most learned in Qur’an comes first. Then 

the person who best combines with the knowledge of the Hadith of the Prophet 

(SAW) and discipline. After this comes age. It is therefore unlikely in the 

arrangement to have either an ignorant or an irresponsible person, leading. Thus, 

the present situation where the ruler does not lead in Salat is not an excuse for 

either of them to be an ignorant or not in fact the sign of Allah in the community 

or society. If this has continued to be the case, the present status quo would have 

been different. The factor of knowledge-cum-discipline is no more, the deciding 

factor for leadership. 
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Let me also quickly add that, the concept of knowledge is not terminal 

qualification with a certificate issued to the graduates at the end of the curriculum 

studies. Learning was not only connected to discipline but the acknowledgment 

of learning by others was dependent upon the display of the knowledge and 

discipline by the product.  This “others” include colleagues from the same 

Teacher and those from some other Teachers. And he stood the chance of respect 

by the teacher where he is clearly better. This is the standard till he dies. The 

responsibility of maintaining the recognition thus rests on his continuous 

livelihood. No cardboard certificate of Doctor of Philosophy qualifies one for 

leadership or recognition. However, today, such a ruler may have just inherited it 

or get installed by some fiat decision. He may have schooled but not getting 

learned. And he has to rule in the circumstance of not being the fitting leader. 

How then can one qualify as an Amir? Indeed, from rarely qualifying as Amirul 

Hajj we will soon start having non-scholars as Amirul Hajj. 

The second factor is that, every leader or delegate knew the basis of the Jihad. It 

was not booties from the fights, which were really resistance to being consumed 

or oppressed by the evil and loose practices of the Habe rulers. This is for instance 

clearly defined in the works of Usumanu. The kernel is Izalatul Bid’a. The 

invitation is to cleanse the admixture of Islam from idolatry or traditional 

practices. A typical example was the evidence of a stained sheet for the virginity 

of a woman on consummation, for witnessing. The works define the basic tenets 

for Islamic orientation of believers. Those who studied under Usumanu or under 

his students or had the benefit of access to the materials, were the light bearers. 

The rule was not appointing children or relatives to be collecting taxes or similar 

extortions from the masses. The last one in Zaria was Jafaru. So, creations that 

did not directly collect the flag are even worse off, where the ruler they are 

answerable to is empty. Late Khadi Abubakar Mahmoud initiated the Jama’atu 

Nasirul Islam with the view of education forum for the revival of the principles 
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and focus for the rulers that had become isolated from their real purpose. It has 

transformed into a different creature logically. An animal cannot produce a 

human. The Izala as we know it today, is a complex effort to resist the complete 

death of the principles. However, neither Islam nor the propagation of Izala by 

Usumanu was a structural movement. Hence, the unfortunate inevitable trappings 

of institutionalization they are now faced with are foreign to Usumanu and the 

Jihad. It is a proof that leadership without a leader based on knowledge and 

discipline cannot be replaced by structural arrangements. This is why we have so 

many universities and products but we are not really better. 

The third factor is that, Sultan Muhammadu Bello after who the Kaduna Central 

Mosque is named did accompany flags with his work, Risalatil Amrad. It is a 

concise refresher of the framework of rulership. It consists of seeking for the 

Forgiveness of Allah, constancy in congregational Salat, pursuit of knowledge, 

kindness and patience etc. These are the characteristics that double as tools for 

rulership. And those who are best should easily come up as the leaders. It requires 

no property qualifications. As of today, not all seats that collected the flag will 

deny the history. But none of them can deceive anyone that it matters to them. 

And the indicator is that, none of them has made reference to it, reproduced it for 

propagation or lives by it. It is extremely difficult if not impossible, to compete 

with the citizens in the accumulation of wealth and command the spirit of 

leadership. This is almost necessarily so because, the accumulation of material 

wealth is rarely free from major sins. 

The benefits of a leader constantly asking for the forgiveness of Allah include at 

least prosperity for his people and the blessings of Allah. This will be in the forms 

of goodly rains for bountiful yields or harvests, blessed generation to succeed the 

old one and wealth in the society. Constancy in congregational prayers with the 

community (in our case, in the Central Mosque) will not only glue the Ummah 

together across the strata of the scholars, the leaders and wealthy but the 
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commoners will have the spirit of ummahood building in them. The youngsters 

will have a homely source of inspiration. The signs of Allah can easily be seen 

and felt in the acceptance of pleas. But even Friday congressional prayer has 

consequently broken down to groupings. The question of population size is 

nonsensical because, the leaders of the groups can comfortably attend the central 

one even in turns. But the Ummah is divided more by the groupings because 

knowledge has been weakened by separatist ambitions. The pursuit of knowledge 

of the same Shahada, the same Qur’an, the same Sirah of Muhammad (SAW) and 

Hadith would have been easier and better, rather than being competitive or the 

rightness or wrongness of differences. And the benefit of kindness and patience 

to be common folks will be positively impactful. But all of these are lost in the 

inordinate greed of chasing the world by those who should be the evidences of 

the superiority of the hereafter. 

The present status and roles of these people is therefore a stage in the collapse of 

the foundation upon which they have come up. The identity of traditional rulers 

that should be shameful because it is more appropriate for what is to be cleansed 

is suitable because that is what they are regressing into. And the struggles they 

are making only succeeds for themselves and less for the society. The position 

has become a victim of self-evolved adultery. 

But the situation is not totally hopeless. It is however very, very, very difficult, 

to adjust or correct. At least, it requires two radical steps. One is psychological 

and the other is intellectual-cum-spiritual before the socio-political action that 

will be necessary. The ruler that sincerely knows that he is not the best or among 

the best in his domain, will voluntarily step out and down, along with all his 

appointees. The best or one from among the best, in the course that Usumanu 

charted will be invited to lead. This does not have to be the Imam of the Central 

Mosque. And the government will give teeth to its recognition by amending or 

creating necessary laws that will make the leadership a private, family or clan 
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property for inheritance. Then the Ummah will be on the path of revival. The 

complexity can be appreciated, given the characteristics of groupings of believers 

and some being led by families etc. 

A first step will invite the blessings of Allah. As difficult as it may appear, the 

leader can start with the constant seeking of forgiveness and make any other 

things secondary and personal attendance of central congressional prayers. A trial 

will open up the windows of the favours of Allah. But not even the town Imam 

gives the daily congressional Salat. When the Ummah abandons Allah or pushes 

His affairs to the backbench, we cannot but be left with our tricks and the favours 

that cover all of His creations as He pleases. 

Muhammad Mansur 

May these leaders turn towards Allah and attract the sympathy and support of the 

scholars in the society. If this is the nature of the burden they bear, no intelligent 

person will remain because accounting for the followers will be miserable. I pity 

them, their lieutenants and families. 

Muhammad Aminu  

Amen.  
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CONCERN TWO 

The three arrive, this time, along with Muhammad Abubakar. Muhammad Naibi 

Bokun joins them. They exchanged Salam. They were served Zam-Zam water. It 

was obvious that the three had shared the first interaction with the brother. He 

looked at the faces of his brothers, as if taking permission, for which they showed 

no objections. 

Muhammad Abubakar  

My brothers educated me on your explanation to the concern of our so called 

traditional rulers. I was enlightened and touched by the grave misfortune we are 

living in. I can now understand why they are more into ceremonies and protocols; 

why no materially poor person can be preferred without being sponsored by a 

powerful leader and why on assumption of office, material acquisition dictates 

his primary orientation. My father had told me of an incidence in one of the 

palaces in direct receipt of the flag of allegiance. A top official of Jama’atu visited 

and was honoured with leading Asr prayer. He recited the verses of the Qur’an 

aloud. He shared money to the attendants after and left. Then a scholar in the 

palace pronounced that: after the prayer for money, it is now obligatory to pray 

properly as prescribed by Allah and Muhammad (SAW). We laughed over the 

narration. But now, I can appreciate why the scholar did not do the correction in 

the course of the prayer as provided for. Not even the ruler who was in the first 

rank did so. At the end, the error of the leader was not corrected. He may have 

left with the terrible impression of his righteousness, haven led people who are 

largely learned, with their ruler. The ruler may have even known that he was not 

fit for such but traded the special role for money. His own followers could not 

have been impressed, knowing that it was a trash. But more seriously, the 

integrity of the ruler had dropped in the eyes of the righteous. And the blessings 

of Allah will be strangled if it were to descend in the palace. If that was the best 
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the scholar could do, in our times, in a community known for knowledge and 

discipline of many, we are really in a deep shit. 

I gave another thought to the whole matter and said, it may not be a bad idea if 

the royal families make it mandatory for themselves, to be taught, to learn and 

live the works of the jihadists of Usumanu. And, there will be no need for a 

palatial space or lifestyle for the leader. They should be leaders and not rulers. 

The present one may retain the palace and eventually live with ghosts, because 

all the infrastructure are not required. 

But, why do elected or appointed Muslims to political offices also largely fail to 

deliver dividends of democracy? Why or how can we lose with Allah and lose 

with ourselves? 

Muhammad Naibi Bokun  

The incidence you just narrated is a clean eye opener. There are lots of dirty eye 

openers that have been ignored. The struggle to even become a ruler is 

characterized by factors like the money you pointed out, outside political force 

spiritual power that can be in the form of cultism and thuggery. We have had an 

experience where a ruler was installed with the solid support of military fire-

power. The provisions of recommendations required to be forwarded to a 

governor to select from or approve, has bastardized the role of the ulama, even 

where the kingmakers are learned people. But the kingmakers have either become 

inheritable positions or rulers have adjusted them according to personal 

usefulness. Therefore, the matters or factors for eye opening are numerous. 

As believers, the requirements of leadership are not different, with those who get 

elected or appointed to positions of responsibility. And it is important to start by 

pointing out that, the constitution of Nigeria does not require or prefer you to drop 

your faith or religious identity, to succeed. What it positively provides for is that, 
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you must not impose your faith or calling upon others. Therefore, the problem of 

non-performance in the case of Muslims in formal political leadership positions 

is rooted in two levels. 

The first level is what applies to present traditional rulers. And the failure that has 

infected the traditional rulers is what the elected or appointed political leaders 

have not escaped from. It is the weakening of the Ummah and ulama. 

In Islam, no believer is exempted from seeking for religious knowledge and 

discipline of what is right. No believer is excluded from regular Salat in 

congregation. In this respect, the root of this congregation is the Central Mosque 

of the ruler, the town or community. This connection has been lost. The ulama 

have no identity. Hence, the point of unity is no more real. A mosque will be 

erected or established within the domain of the ruler without his knowledge. He 

will only hear of it by chance. And who is he to be consulted for approval? And 

the eventual Imam of the Mosque will be an appointee of an Ummah from within 

the Ummah of the ruler or its Committee of leaders or the leader. This will attract 

members from across the community or town to the mosque – bypassing the 

central mosque. This may even have branches within the town. What a shame? 

Thus, other than the root of the ruler, there are several other roots. The leader of 

each is an Imam and each mosque and its chain are operated by Imams. This is 

unlike the ruler who is rarely an Imam. Only the Central Mosque is led on Friday 

by the Imam. And all are Muslims. This is why in sokoto there is an Ahmadiyya 

Mosque for Muslim Ahmadis who believe in their leader with two grades. He is 

the one after Prophet Muhammad and is recognized by the indication of the 

Qur’an. This is in the former seat of the Sokoto caliphate. In Zaria, the seat of 

knowledge, the Shi’a has evolved. These two are radical departures from the 

teachings of the jihadists and Usumanu. And there are Orders or Sects that have 

evolved in the Ummah. 
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It is most unlikely to have a ruler who has or can and has attracted such new or 

strange leaders to seek for recognition. This is because the platform is knowledge 

and the ruler is empty in the command of knowledge and discipline of the people 

under him. The securing of a plot of land is the much that is required to establish 

a movement. This is why as much as the Izala movement strives goodly, it will 

find itself to be really competing. Indeed, internal struggles has on a few 

occasions busted its unity. But that is not all with the breakage. Those with means 

feel fulfilled and helpful by establishing mosques attached to their houses or 

shops or stations. Work places have mosques. 

There is no prohibition in having more than the Central Mosque as a mosque for 

congregational prayers and even the Friday prayer. However, they need to be 

connected to the leadership of the ruler, who is now separate from the Imam and 

does not lead in knowledge. This failed connection is the challenge of the 

Ummah. And the ulama are no more of only the Qur’an and Hadith but of 

different ummahs. It is so real that some members of certain ummahs hesitate to 

follow any Imam in Salat other than their own. Accordingly, from celebrating 

different Eids, different days of commencement of fasting have evolved. The 

Ummah is therefore now by clubbing. 

The Muslims who are elected or appointed come from a cross section of these 

divisions or breakages, before non-Muslims and unbelievers, which are additional 

identities. Their first identity and drive is not as believers or Muslims. Those 

presenting them do not see them as such. I mean, the electorate, the parties and 

the godfathers. This means that, it is not Allah and Muhammad (SAW) that are 

the focus and guide. It is not knowledge and discipline arising from this that is 

the singular rallying point or truth for both the contestants or leaders and the 

electorate. This means that basic knowledge and discipline of the truth is not a 

clear condition. The ulamas have neither say nor recognized for evaluation. What 

is sufficient is that, the person is a member of one of the Ummahs. In 
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consequence, where he is a real believer of the mainstream Ummah, the Izala will 

ordinarily strive for identifying with it. Logically, if he is not one of the distinct 

groups, then he belongs to the Izala in principle. So, what has replaced the 

knowledge and discipline of what is right? 

Human or personal choices based on best beliefs and understanding for satisfying 

human and personal needs, wants and fancies. These include roads, electricity, 

clean water, hospitals, schools, boosting agricultural products, build industries, 

security, peace, promotion of cultural activities, employment, empowerment, etc. 

The matrix of this rack is that, every such seeking or appointed leader offers the 

same things directly or indirectly because the human self is the centre of focus. 

Unfortunately, although not zero failures can be apportioned but the consistent 

performance have been growingly questionable. The resources of monies, 

minerals, authority are more than satisfactorily always provided but they miss the 

target. It is in this country, the benchmark for planning expenditure will be 

overshot by revenue but the citizens will not get close to fifty percent of the plans 

realized. The excuse of non-availability of resources will be slammed on the 

citizens. And the key leaders are Muslims. Indeed other targets growingly evolve. 

In a state where an orator, a senior administrator, a doctor of philosophy and a 

successor of a governor with suspended court case, who is a Muslim, was 

opportune to be a governor, motor cyclists bid him farewell with stones for falling 

below their intelligence. That was not enough, it became revealed that the 

resources to cushion the pains of flood victims were mismanaged. This is what 

has informed even non-Muslims and unbelievers to ask that the health conditions 

of prospective leaders be medically certified, before admission. Human 

inclination can be diezanic or shemanic. A Muslim leader whose child took a 

selfie, relaxing on a molehill of currency became more fitting to govern in his 

state than another Muslim that was primitively corrupt. 
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The secret of the failure of believers is attributable to two related factors. The first 

is that, all creations belong to Allah (SWT), including man. He is the One who 

gives as He pleases by allowing or enabling. The behaviour or orientation of self-

sufficiency in knowledge and ability is not only false, contradictory to the 

standard set by Allah, but abuses the declaration of faith of believers. The 

heavens, the earth and all that are between belong and submit to Allah. This is 

why the believers who take or swear to oath are in reality, a bundle of 

contradictions. Where there is Allah, your reality is right only if and when it is in 

reflection of Him, by utmost submission. The difference between our Muslim 

leaders and Qaroon is the difference between verbal expression and the action of 

a deaf and dumb. The same attribute of denying the unity of Allah applies to them. 

While Qaroon was pompous and proud about his acquisitions, our leaders are 

commonly arrogant. Even those who keep straight face express the audacity by 

real carelessness. This takes the form of not taking advice or taking hopeless time 

to do what may be right. 

For a believer, the only orientation that will connect him to the real owner and 

controller of all affairs include, knowledge of Allah and His Messenger, constant 

remembrance of Allah by Salat in congregation and submission by asking for 

forgiveness and making pleas. It is when you keep in goodly touch that you know, 

you get recognized and can expect encouragement, commendation and support. 

In our ordinary human setting, do we not have registers of attendance? Is there 

no minimum attendance level that determines continuous acceptance or relief 

from work? Do we not have incremental appreciation for routine orderliness? Do 

we not promote or demote? Do we not keep records? But what Allah has asked 

for, is our mind to turn to Him. This is the benefit of submission. This is why the 

Prophet said if the Salat of a believer does not dissuade him from doing evil, it is 

of no benefit to him. Is it not contradictory to have a true relationship between a 

leader and a scholar and the leader does not get good advice or ignores good 
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advice or puts aside good advice? In which state of Nigeria can the governor not 

at least attend a Friday Salat in the Central Mosque of the ruler who inherited the 

flag? Can the Governor of Niger state, if he is a Muslim, not attend Jumu’at at 

Bida? But the one of Kaduna has tried it to Zaria – for worship and not political 

display. Of what value is the proximity advantage of the governor of Sokoto or 

Kwara? Does it require a war, for the President to attend some Jumu’at at Suleja? 

Now we have a National Mosque. Is the Imam a National Imam? But there is a 

Mosque in the State House. Who appoints the Imam? The political leaders who 

are believers are therefore clearly disconnected or more disconnected than 

connected with Allah, in the way He has preferred. And they are inevitably 

disconnected from the Ummah. Remember that, this is in a setting where the Amir 

is severally claimed or actually exist because we have many ummahs. 

The reality of our existence, survival and prosperity or otherwise, is like 

sheltering in a building. When it rains or is night, we shut down. But we do not 

remember that we rarely remember not to shut out light and air. But these are 

more critical than all the cares or keeps. And they are never over or under 

supplied. Once they become, we do not need any specialist to get out. But we will 

appreciate the architect, the builder and others leaving Allah out. A believer who 

has seen or heard of finding a nation of healthy ants in the cracked stone will 

appreciate the necessity of constantly glorifying Allah. And more than this can 

be known from reading the Qur’an. How often do we read, contemplate to 

understand the Qur’an? Indeed how often do we even relate our understanding of 

affairs to the guidance of the Qur’an? Our beliefs are like hobbies, the Muslim 

leaders are the champions and the political leaders who are believers are the stars. 

A companion of Prophet Muhammad (SAW) spent years to learn and lived 

Suratul Baqarah. When many hear this, they are too daft to be moved. But they 

will smile and wish to have Baqarah as a companion in the grave or on the Day 

of Resurrection. What a dreamful ambition! But if we read in the Qur’an that, 
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Allah cometh between a man and his heart, we will appreciate that the excesses 

of man, by inclination, can be subtly checked by Allah. Did not Pharaoh bring up 

Musa (AS) in his palace when his law of executing every male child born, was in 

force? Accordingly, we will more and better understand that the effective and 

efficient management of resources and authority entrusted to us will not depend 

on only best plans, best experts and best intentions. Thus, how do believers expect 

to symbolize the best among mankind, when we neither know nor are we driven 

by forbidding what is wrong and enforcement of what is right? How can believers 

attract the belief and trust of non-Muslims and unbelievers? They are not fools. 

We will be stupid to think and except so. 

Muhammad Mansur  

This is a grave pity. Garbage in garbage out. It is neither the supposed rulers nor 

the electorate nor the leaders. And we have millions of the same copies of the 

Qur’an with us. Many of us are conversant with Arabic language. Many of us are 

conversant with English language, and can understand the message contained in 

the Qur’an and Hadith. We pray and are even tagged as a prayerful Ummah. Our 

record of pilgrimage attendance is spectacular. Our leader has even received 

special reception by the custodian of the two holy mosques. Everything to show 

but no proof to convince. 

Muhammad Aminu  

Our percentage of literacy is no excuse. How many of us read? What do we care 

to read? Do we even care to understand? But we cannot help living by relating to 

one another and this must be informed by conscious or unconscious admission of 

terms that are believed or expected to be right. 
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CONCERN THREE 

The four brothers return together and found Muhammad Naibi Bokun already 

reclining on the wall and four saucers containing three date fruits each. Each of 

them greeted and was welcomely answered. This time around, Muhammad Naibi 

pointed at Muhammad Mansur and Muhammad Aminu. This was easily 

understandable because even though each them had spoken, they have not posed 

any questions, comments or concerns, for explanatory comment. 

Muhammad Mansur  

Every Amir, every ruler, every leader, every believer is a member of a family. If 

it is getting too late or actually late for the rulers and the political leaders and even 

grownups, it shouldn’t be for the younger ones brought into the world by the 

parents. This is both logical and sensible. But unfortunately, it appears also 

helpless or hopeless. The world will definitely come to an end and it is inevitable 

to cruise to it, but the speed is too fast to understand and to bear. 

Muhammad Naibi Bokun  

What is logical and sensible is two-faced. The face you have pointed out is the 

one that is normally expected. It is abstract or theoretical. But the same applies to 

the status quo. Weak rulers, questionable leaders and confused or merry making 

followers of these leaders and rulers cannot easily produce or train younger ones 

of different orientation. There is the exceptional chance of achieving such in cases 

of determined change by parents. And fortunately, the rulers and leaders are not 

excluded. This is part of the Compassion and Mercy of Allah, which covers not 

only the believers, but include the non-Muslims and unbelievers. This is how 

Allah generates the living from the corrupt or dead. Our experience of the Jihad 

of Usumanu and the cleansing of Hausa rulership is a pointer. The death of that 
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life is evident in our rulers and leaders today. And it is not hopeless for Allah to 

enable reliving out of this death. 

This can take off from the rulers of today, as I suggested earlier. It appears 

difficult on the surface. But the truth is that, the possibility rests on the strength 

of the Iman of the ruler.  The very same applies to the believers elected or 

appointed to political offices. The common citizens are not exempted. We 

experienced the overwhelming rejection of the Peoples Democratic Party and the 

admission of the All Progressives Congress in two consecutive elections of 

deciding the President. It was not only Muslims or even believers that determined 

it. It was a combination of believers and unbelievers. In the same way, a non-

Muslim can convert to Islam. The doors of the Compassion and Mercy of Allah 

are not closed yet. 

The route, the door or the means, is not magical. It is simple, free and equally 

available to everyone that cares. It is embodied in the knowledge and discipline 

of what is right and true. This is to be learned for discovery and then lived by 

whoever submits, after voluntary acceptance. The Qur’an and Hadith are not 

restricted for learning to those born as Muslims. Allah enjoins that we seek to 

know Him. And the entire creation and ourselves are available to reflect on, from 

His Message and the Guidance of His Messenger. Indeed, Allah puts a challenge 

to the sincere finder. As for the uniqueness of the Qur’an that He protects, no 

single or collection of the intelligent efforts of creations, can produce its like. And 

has anyone tried by practicing Islam and not found fulfilment? Allah guides to 

admission whosoever He pleases. 

The challenge here, for those who individually or collectively choose to adjust, 

is RIGHT KNOWLEDGE AND DISCIPLINE OF WHAT IS RIGHT. All 

the ummahs have the Qur’an and Hadith and the homes of the Prophet (SAW) to 

adopt for reference. This why what is outstanding for us who use the clarifications 
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of Imam Malik have a unique character. Imam Malik was not only learned, pious 

and a teacher, his orientation was influenced by what the people of Madina were 

doing. The Prophet (SAW) lived there, led there and was most supported by the 

Ansar. And with all these, Imam Malik cautioned against being accepted or 

admitted or used, wherever he contradicts the Qur’an and Sunnah of the 

Prophet. In a situation where even the family members of the Prophet (SAW) 

will be castigated or a trickster will assume a special status for the global Ummah 

or overwhelming scholarship admission of collected Hadith of Imam Bukhari will 

be mocked, there is a Kilimanjaro task. This is because, the ideal would have been 

that the ruler checks this. But he is consumed by the attire for festival ceremonies 

and his outing, like a prostitute, rather than knowledge. 

This is why the conscious efforts made in this direction is very scaring. Each of 

these ummahs has not only Mosques and members and leadership structure, 

but SCHOLARS, SCHOOLS AND LITERATURE to support, promote and 

sustain the deliberate efforts. The individuals or parents and families, dangerously 

or risk fully connect to these. So, it is not like no one is conscious of the problem 

or problems or that no conscious effort is being made, to deal with it. 

Indeed, there is an aught spectacular attempt that is on the platform of neutrality. 

And it relates to Du’a. This beautiful idea and practice has unfortunately fallen 

into the kind of mining pit the Izala movement is struggling in. The challenge of 

formalization and institutionalization. The NASFAT has experienced leadership 

crisis and genuinely too. The spiritual leader expected to be the final authority 

over material leaders. Only the non-regular Office leaders have remained above 

board. The development of structures, Management and resources or businesses 

to support it look fine, but Allah is not in desperate need. The windows for 

leadership and activities have inevitably opened windows for socializing. The 

prayer forum is a new evolvement. So, if you are to manage NASFAT, IZALA 

and TARIQA, you have more than enough. 
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Therefore, the market or targets or victims are the common believers, including 

the rulers and political leaders who are either ignorant, carefree or gaming by 

admitting everything that sounds or appears pleasant – along with their families. 

But this is more applicable to the children. The grown up members can differ 

openly or secretly. This is how a family head suddenly finds his member 

becoming or joining another ummah. And rather than knowledge, to resolve it, it 

may hit cursing. Where the leader is hopeless, he either follows the member or 

encourages him to what he does not know. 

To be sure, knowledge of what is right in Islam is not scholasticism. And it is not 

for institutionalization. For example, you do not require to be Arabist in knowing 

and understanding what is right for practice. You are not required to have 

memorized the Qur’an and some thousands of authentic Hadith, to be a Muslim 

of the discipline to attain Jannah or to guide your family aright. In practice, you 

do not have to be extreme. The rule is constancy.  

The most critical foundation is, keeping away from whatever is prohibited or 

doubtful. The next layer is optimal commitment to what is commanded or 

enjoined. The first level certifies proper engagement with Satan and the second 

is submission to Allah. And Allah rewards both. With these and Istikhara along 

with association with sincere believers, any believer can become a friend of 

Allah. To be a Qadi or a Mu’alim are serious different things with their burden or 

risks. It is like, not everyone needs to know how to pray for the dead. Even a 

reserved and miser neighbour knows this. The story of such a believer was 

reported in Kaduna. The man never cared about others. He was not even seen in 

the Mosque. Then he lost his wife. He parked her and took the corpse to the Imam 

in the Mosque. They hesitated to pray for her. He had to plead and plead. But they 

were both wrong. It is the late woman’s right to be prayed over. The attitude of 

the husband should not be applied to her. And that alone may have made a 
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positive impact on the husband. Two wrongs do not make a right. But this is our 

orientation as believers. 

The family is for that reason truly the first, right and best foundation for producing 

and making good citizens. But how goodly are believers fairing in the knowledge 

and discipline of what is right and true for Marriage and the Family in Islam? The 

rulers and political leaders are commonly known to even trade their daughters for 

beneficial fixes. The commoners popularly insist on who will pay more. Money 

has become such a critical yardstick that, the attention for a religious woman as 

the best, is mentioned only in lectures. The shame of fornication is being wiped 

out by the factors of animalistic orientation for reproduction, the clinging to the 

world by preferring one gender over the other and putting aside the guidance of 

Allah. If sexual activity and pregnancy preceding marriage is stabilizing, abuse 

of the rule of divorce after the third by returning to live in Zina is growing. And 

it is this calibre of believers that are to bear the responsibility of first education 

of the young ones. Over and above this, most of the best among these believers, 

spend most of their time and life, struggling to make money and contract the 

children to schools. In the end, the young ones grow up more like puppies. They 

can be brilliant but empty in manners. It is very disheartening because I have seen 

a cat trained to share toilet use by humans and shaking hands and playing a game. 

Muhammad Sulayman  

It is like we are already approaching the end of the road of sanity and morality or 

decency. Money and Power are the things that matter. 

Muhammad Mansur  

This is for those that venture into marriage, before acculturation into adultery and 

fornication. 

Muhammad Abubakar  

Poverty and the greed for worldly goodies go to sharpen and expand the practices. 
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CONCERN FOUR 

Muhammad Naibi Bokun sighted an additional brother coming along with them. 

But it is not any problem. He soliloquized: “I pray that that I will not end up with 

a class. Anyway, if youths can begin to genuinely worry about our history and 

how they can connect with it positively, there is hope for the future.” They arrived 

at the living room of Muhammad Naibi Bokun. As usual, they greeted him in 

turns and he responded accordingly. He went inside and returned with tangerine 

oranges for each of them. He then asked after the name of the new brother. He is 

Muhammad Tijjani. 

Muhammad Aminu  

This is a country of different faithfuls. And we have an overriding constitution 

that guides our nationhood. Whether one believes or not, in addition to the failure 

of the believers in connecting with Allah, we are all in a state of avoidable 

poverty, which is in regression to wretchedness. If Muslims have failed to help 

out, what of the non-Muslims and non-believers? The failure of the public sector 

was considered as escapable by tilting to the private sector. Unfortunately, it is 

not a real solution. 

The experience of electricity supply is an embarrassing example. Citizens 

continue to pay, profits are regularly recorded and there is no refusal in the 

payment of public taxes. But we have not been able to provide regular power for 

home use, less to enable development of industries. And fools think that the 

exploitation and use of gas will be better and cheaper. The provision of clean 

water is not different. No state can boast of regular service. And private efforts 

like bottled water have severally been exposed to the risk of fake competitors and 

short supplies or unbearable costs. The option of sachets called pure water has 

not safely helped out. 
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But in other countries where the same secular binds hold different faithfuls 

together, these services are approaching perfection, with tolerable challenges. 

The Compassion and Mercy of Allah that is free for all, is eluding us. So, even 

where sins do not matter, we are not making a headway. What is the problem with 

all of us? 

Muhammad Tijjani  

Lack of patriotism. Shortage of sacrifice. Overriding selfishness. 

Muhammad Naibi Bokun  

Yes. Truly. Indeed. 

In the Qur’an, believers are taught that Allah is All-Surrounding. Wheresoever 

one turns, the Face of Allah is present. And all creations submit to Allah willingly 

(consciously) or otherwise. From the definition above, I will comment on the two 

sides of focus and orientation. 

The element that is required in both or either the public arrangement or the private 

sector to perform, that cannot be disputed in both experiences is competence or 

expertise. This was what enabled National Electric Power Authority to give all 

the service that will be admitted as good, when it lasted. This is the same factor 

that is enabling the present private companies to give the same service. There is 

no difference with the former Nigeria Telecommunications against the Network 

service companies now in operation. The same will be found to apply between 

General Hospitals and private hospitals. There is no difference with air transport 

service. The capacities, abilities, intelligence, operational and management skills 

etc. that enable any of these, is a gift by permission of Allah to all men, 

irrespective of faith. And the records cover, Muslims, non-Muslims and 

unbelievers. It will therefore appear right to posit that there is nothing religious, 

Christian or Islamic about qualifying as a certified engineer, chatter accountant, 
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licensed medical practitioner or administrator. In other words, those who believe, 

in which there is no compulsion, will recognize Allah in their capabilities. This 

is because the person was non-existent and was made to become from a liquid, 

from water, from a drop of sperm. And the best of efforts have been seen and 

recorded to fail, in conception. Indeed conceptions have taken place, when all 

explanations will not suggest it. Hence, it does not matter, the amount of times or 

how, this is denied. One does not have to accept, appreciate and submit that, not 

having a choice in eating, drinking, enjoying love, feeling pained by an insult or 

defecating are indications of what his maker has pre decided. This is because one 

can be reasonable or otherwise. One can be intelligent or a fool. Do we not sit as 

a class or group for the same examination, even after being taught by the same 

teacher, the same curriculum content, the same time, but some will excel, some 

will pass and some will fail abysmally? But we will stop at the explanation that 

those who failed did not make effort. Fine. But a believer does not lose his mind 

since Allah has revealed that, He apportions His favours as He pleases. 

This is clearly not the problem. Believers, non-Muslims and unbelievers are 

gifted, can be successful in competencies, expertises and skills. And they have 

displayed it. Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds. 

With focus and orientation which have dynamic relationship, this is where both 

believers, non-Muslims and unbelievers in our country are ingrates, 

unappreciative, non-recognizing and are consequently self-destructive. The 

extreme opposite of non-belief in Allah is submission to Satan in the form of idol 

worship. Brilliant people can be found in both classes. However, there is a 

pretentious status. It is also claimed to be neutral. This is encapsulated as love for 

the company, for the nation for all men and women in serving. This is often 

strengthened by the word non-discrimination. In effect, what is expected is that, 

no fellow human being is expected or required to be at risk, in the hands of the 

people to be served. The government will call them citizens. The private sector 
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will call them customers. In return for right service, right commitment, 

the worker is rewarded and appreciated. This can take the forms of salaries, 

promotions, awards etc. And there is the contrary, where abuses attract demotion, 

suspension or lay off. The focus and orientation is meant to make the workers 

give optimal service to the clients, to enable payments that will be classified as 

income or revenue and profits. This is where the problem arises. In our case or 

history, the services are given, but far far below the input of resources. In other 

countries the experience is different. The question is WHY? 

We are all inclined to agree that corruptive practices are responsible. But fair 

minded observers never fail to point out that other countries are not completely 

free from corruption. However, after instituting everything that obtains in other 

countries, we still fall down behind. Our books, oaths and expertises are the same. 

The secret is that, love or commitment to the company or parastatal needs to be 

connected to the nation in the form of all citizens, in the services and dividends. 

And most importantly, it’s not the workers alone that must display or act out this 

focus and orientation. The Management and the Board in the case of private sector 

and the government in the case of the public sector are required to do the same. 

And in the end, all parties must be fair beneficiaries. If we take the provision of 

electricity, it will be a good example. The customers must pay their bills regularly. 

If anyone tampers with the company facilities, he is liable to sanctions. This can 

take the form of fines or even prosecution. But the customers will require regular 

supply and quality facilities. Poles, Cables, Meters, Transformers etc. all need to 

be sufficient and in perfect state. If the Boards will not gradually provide for this, 

light will continue to be provided but with no respect or appreciation for 

protecting the facilities. Indeed, it will be difficult to take sanctions seriously or 

apply them, if personnel of the company help customers to oblige less or avoid 

their obligations. If the customers are not fully and continuously served and 

catered for, their loyalty or commitment will be less. And the commitment to this 
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is for the Board that makes provisions for its operational, services and 

management needs. The government that regulates it has the responsibility of not 

just taxing the profits for commitment to projects that will benefit all citizens but 

of making sure that the facilities and services are developed. The Management is 

to ensure that the technical personnel have comfortable and quality tools and 

welfare provisions, to inspire and boost optimal commitment. It is illogical to 

expect the best results, where there is a disconnect between these parties – the 

government, the board, the management, the staff and customers. It is 

consequently not enough to just give light, employ and pay staff, pay tax, generate 

revenue. But this is what we are getting against what we should. The gap between 

is differently filled up with corruption. The staff collaborate with customers to 

abuse the love. The Board and Management collaborate with government to 

abuse the love. The Board collaborates with the Management to abuse the love. 

Every party is really a shameless beneficiary in this process. And because we are 

untruthful, we cry and complain over what is actually self-imposed or self-

created. But this is not explanatory enough. 

The love really has two faces. One is of all citizens. And this is the bus stop for 

determining the other face. The second face, is the trustee in both the private and 

public sectors. The workers, Management, the Board, the taxation operatives and 

the ministry of power. There are invisible ones like the legislative committees for 

power. The final definition of the first face closes with installing, maintaining and 

upgrading of quality facilities or equipment and giving regular service. But it is 

the second face that is required to do this, including serving and catering for itself. 

This is where the problem lies. The history of the National Assembly in 

determining for itself, appropriate benefits is a good pointer. The summary of it 

is that, it has been excessive, senseless and irresponsible. Some have compared 

the details to what applies to legislatures in model democracies. But 

this EXACTLY what the government and Boards of the electricity companies 
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have failed and continued to fail or refuse in doing fairly, sensibly and 

responsibly. Why are the leaders, the Management to the workers, the workers 

to the customers, the board to the Management and Government to the citizens 

failed to serve and cater for the customers or citizens? Why have they served 

themselves more and more declared profits, impressive conditions for the 

management staff and regular impressive gestures to government officials? 

The trustees have common needs to survive and prosper. The workers are the only 

category that suffers most as against the Board that benefits most. The 

Management and Government officials are in the middle because the government 

officials get gestures for which they will never account for whereas the 

management applies skills and relationships to get and maintain its cut. All of 

them are over rewarded. But they are the ones that have to determine the levels 

of their rewards. 

What do they need these differential abuses for? Food, drink, clothing, transport, 

housing, health, education etc. and the continuation of these. The difference of 

the workers is that they are subject to whatever is decided for them. But they 

know for sure that after discharge from work, they will be faced with living with 

the miserable package given to them. This in real value may be regardless of the 

size. The reason is that they at best become useless to society because of 

frustration. This arises out of the disconnection from institutionalized comforts. 

The top management of a fine company like Shell Petroleum often experience 

this. In fact they could just collapse and die, in spite of the more than life 

provisions while in service. The difference with the top management of what in 

Nigeria will be classified as ‘A’ organizations is not different. This is even after 

they may have ‘helped’ themselves. The related reason is that they make 

like .0000000001% impact on the society. They get easily ‘consumed’ by the 

larger society. It is a price for being too different. The bosses either lose their 

companies, the companies collapse or they breathe out their last. On the part of 
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the workers, they divide their time and loyalty with another business. This is the 

standard for both public and private sector employees. The inevitable response of 

the general society is with whatever poverty and crime will offer. It is the bedrock 

of insecurity. It is difficult and growingly impossible to survive denial and non-

commitment to Allah, to Satan, to the collective Self (the nation or society) and 

enjoy peace and prosperity. You cannot be false to Allah, to Satan and to Self and 

expect to thrive. It is irrational, senseless, destructive and evil. This is not a 

standard upon which normal history can be built. An abnormal history will 

inevitably be generated. 

Such situation is akin to apostasy. This is worse than oppression. The other 

countries often brought in reference, ensure that the cots, the parasites of the 

society do not suck away more blood than health will withstand or more violence 

is put in place to check the evolvement of the course of abnormal history. There 

is no middle position between these. This Compassion and Mercy of Allah cannot 

be effectively, continuously and safely blocked by no matter the will and power 

of men. But, here we are, with believers being part of this unholy making of 

abnormal history. The necessary knowledge and discipline required must be 

consistent in serving all, to survival level and with commitment across the board. 

This is the definition of the history where men are left to their wits. The 

composition of what makes man is not physique or physical in exclusion of psych 

or emotions and spirit or metaphysical. Although imbalance is possible by the 

spirit not ruling, an upside down situation is not sustainable. The summary of it 

is that justice or fairness is in the long run as inalienable as the right to life. While 

the taking of life makes immediate impact, injustice builds up to explosion. 

In our case, the bye products of poverty and insecurity have assumed the front 

bench position for attention and we are so senseless and daft to attend to education 

and Reorientation. The Muslims are not doing it. The Christians are not doing it. 
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In fact they are fighting each other. And the unbelievers have nothing to offer. 

Why will we not be in crisis? Why will achievements not be a matter of chance? 

As far the attributes of leadership required for dealing with this situation is 

concerned, not even genuine asceticism is of any value, not to talk of a false one, 

where against commitment to the society at large, commitment to self is really 

equally principal. The required arrangement is the direction to what is commonly 

right by knowledge and transparent commitment to it across the society. The 

inside and outside have to be consistently, goodly, rightly and transparently 

committed. Leadership is not magic and secrecy cannot add value to it. 

Muhammad Abubakar  

Enlightenment is sweet to taste. 

Muhammad Sulayman  

Power and wealth without knowledge is self-destructive. 
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CONCERN FIVE 

Muhammad Naibi Bokun exclaimed: I have no plan of opening a school. With 

this growth, I can no more predict the number. He actually sighted GogoFati, 

NnaRabi and Hadiza behind the brothers. They were patient to see and hear how 

things will commence. Muhammad Mansur introduced them after greeting 

Muhammad Naibi Bokun. They are their sisters. He added that, they always 

shared what they learned with them, on getting back home. Yesterday, they 

indicated the need to join us. Others followed in the greeting and the sisters closed 

the process. Muhammad Naibi Bokun went in and returned with two trays. One 

contained five small cups of honey for the brothers and the other contained three 

cups for the sisters. 

Muhammad Tijjani  

I now understand why and how our crisis-ridden history is self-inflicted. And 

well-intended policies either get rubbished or is not given the chance to grow and 

develop. I have given some thoughts to the federal character principle and 

practices since the Nigerian nation came into being. The position today is both 

embarrassing and not excusable. We are still fighting for ‘representation’ even 

though we all have representatives in the legislature. Indeed some fellow citizens 

consider it intelligent to either return to the pre independence arrangement, start 

a new discussion on our arrangement for unity or break up. And in the forefront 

are highly schooled persons or seniors with background in regimental discipline. 

In their claims, there are Muslims, non-Muslims and unbelievers. 

Muhammad Aminu  

It grips people with fear, the threat of the unknown. 
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Muhammad Naibi Bokun  

The answer is the same. Ignorance is the foundation. Insincerity is the impetus. 

Distrust is the display. 

The objective of the principle and practice is to belong and to be attended to. The 

proponents call it unity in diversity. 

But why have we failed so much that, secession is even contemplated? We call 

for representation as if there are no representatives. And we may even suggest 

that, it is the only way to have stability, to build confidence. All the evidences of 

the price we have paid in the form of rogues from across the board has not been 

educative. The annoying thing is that we crave for productivity, for prosperity, 

for peace etc. 

But, how can we attain unity without a common commitment to the welfare of all 

and our leaders and operators catered for? I have even heard some block heads 

positing that our obstacle is religion or the people of a region. This is far from the 

truth. 

If you take appointments into the services, merit is rarely compromised. In more 

than seventy percent of cases, merit ruled in the past two decades. Then it 

changed. The Commission that was provided for in the constitution was more 

committed to the colour of differences and evolving servants of national 

orientation. It degenerated so much that, the growing idea became that, every state 

has competent people to fill all positions. The service is not the focus. In the end, 

at the federal level, each state strives to corner the federal organizations in its 

jurisdiction for its people. Indeed persons from other states can be under threats 

and petitions or mischievous competition. Unfortunately, even when 

parochialism succeeds it rarely fares better than the damages incurred by the non-
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state persons. Either way it is rottenness. Indeed either section fails in the 

continuity of institutional building. But why? 

The security, peace and prosperity of Nigeria that rests with unified focus and 

actions is not achievable by the colour of differences. It is the spirit and 

orientation of the people that can make it. The services and duties are all well-

defined. But the operation or management goes through abuses. When the 

coloration was introduced as the take-off point, the realization of the spirit and 

orientation of unity would have been pursued by giving a target period for 

compliance, after which the commission will withdraw from coloration insurance 

to unity certification. Then, it would not matter, the origin of the Chief Executive 

and the Management. They may be coloured by persons originating from 

different geographical areas but every Nigerian will be safe. And a government 

can reasonably achieve this in a two terms tenure, if it has the will. All that is 

required is external evaluation in addition to free movement in the form of 

transfers. Unfortunately, these methods or practices are in our system but have 

failed to help. With all the consumption of the Federal Character Commission in 

the mess of covering abuses, it does show interest by evaluation reports of degree 

of non-compliance, to guide future actions. If the employers commit the right 

thing, the commission will have less headaches. But not even evaluation and 

transfers in the mainstream civil service is driven by patriotism, unity etc. This is 

because the workers are humans, with needs to require to be secured, while in 

service and after retirement. The same culture of corruption that evolves in the 

private sector is applicable to the public sector. It is worse in the public sector 

because the owner of the resources, the collectivity of Nigerians, is faceless. If a 

worker of Kaduna Electric is reported to have connived with cable thieves or 

customers to adjust meters, it takes shorter time to lay him off because the face 

of the owners of the company is real and close. The same does not apply to the 

extraction of crude oil. The trustees can connive to be extracting barrels of crude 
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and report three hundred for every thousand. The unity, spirit and orientation 

required is of one rascal outside Government who influenced the appointment of 

the expert trustee and his supervisor. For decades, the unity and prosperity of 

Nigeria will be raped, until Allah exposes them. But after the exposure, it is not 

impossible to now report seven hundred for every thousand. This can effectively 

be done by replacing the team and logistics with another one. 

This cyclical trap is best appreciated when connected with the ultimate use of the 

resources stolen. Take housing or accommodation. A government employee 

corners extra resources to build a house. His first challenge is where to build the 

house. And it will be his rack. If he is not from the area of employment, he has 

two ordinary choices. To build it in his location of work or back home. He may 

never realize the cost of this, until he discovers that he may stop developing if he 

is to return home to stay till he dies. If he chooses the town of his employment, 

he may experience discrimination and difficulty over where he wants to build. In 

the end, in reality, either way, he has to start living anew. If he returns home, he 

will really need reabsorption. If in his town of work he will need admission in the 

area. Either of these can rarely start before he disengages. And it is 

understandable because the money is stolen or needs to be stolen. The real 

meaning of this trap is the price of abusing the unity of Nigeria. If every Nigerian 

will have his housing catered for, there should be less imprisonments for the sake 

of housing. Is it not known that employees will steal to have a house in Abuja, in 

the town of employment and in their birth place? Is it not part of our notorious 

housing culture that many houses remain vacant for transitory use only during 

visits? How many lives has any of these Nigerians? Is this the definition of 

prosperity? Is our unity to be unable to live in any place? What is the meaning of 

retirement to the roots? Is it a standard or necessary for every worker? But this is 

the price. If this is to be checked, the amount of accommodations that other 

Nigerians should benefit from will be more than the budgets and loans for housing 
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in the tenure of a government. Consider a single residential property costing two 

billion Naira for one man, one wife, one dog in Abuja by an owner that has a 

duplex in his hometown. Some even have Estate. Certainly not from their 

emoluments and gratuity. And everyone who cares can operate a side 

business.  Where or what then will be the position of the service? 

In the end, the top cream of Management in work places that should be the most 

innovative or creative for the development of Nigeria are really always least 

productive. They go to work only to harvest. They are excellent at budgeting and 

expenditure with nothing to show for it. In the most patriotic circumstances, white 

elephant projects will be littered around.  

The auditors or inspectors, the legislators and the boards do not help out because 

the members are also suffering from the abuse of the unity. A society and culture 

of co-operators therefore evolves. This is why all the cases that burst and receive 

legal correction are not close to giving real relief to the corruption menace. It is 

like applying blue seal petroleum jelly for treating psoriasis. No medical 

personnel or alternative medicine will understand how the inflammation will 

disappear with this. It will be a useless and hopeless effort. 

This is the constant resort by different means, that initially appear to be useful 

and valuable but easily gets eaten up and the situation returns to square one. The 

culture of unionism is more characterized by agitation for wage increases, 

because they have failed or refuse to understand and deal with the real problem. 

This is why pipeline vandalism, militancy and secession are inferior strategies to 

enforcing peace, security and plugging prosperity. This is why restructuring is 

poor thinking. This is why agitations for more regional members in political 

offices has never helped and will not solve the problem. This is why the painful 

removal of petroleum subsidy gave an initial false feeling of relief. And people 

are taken aback with the suggestion to remove more or all of the subsidy 
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remaining. A more horrifying truth is that the restraints that generated the 

Treasury Single Account will have to ‘disappear’ only less, into serving the real 

needs of the managers that are not being catered for, IF THEY ARE 

SPECIFICALLY COMMITTED TO BIG PROJECTS. If it goes into the 

general pool of federal ministries, departments, agencies or state governments, 

the value will drop to a lowly appearance. And a historical pointer is the amount 

of resources committed by law to oil producing states against what are available 

to serve the people. The poor states that depend largely on oil revenue shares have 

produced clear thieves in most cases. Indeed whoever will suggest that asceticism 

is the culture of the presidency will need help. The first reason is that asceticism 

is not the constitutional requirement of its workers or services. The second is that 

they are as human as the other workers in terms of needs, wants and fancies; while 

in employment and especially after discharge. And thirdly, which is the real loss 

by such observer, they are entrusted with a lot of power or authority of final 

enabling of the biggest projects or expenditure. This connecting cable can be 

as valuable as barrels of crude oil for those who care. And because it is known, 

smelt and not often or reasonably felt, the teaming staff of the state house either 

protest subtly or indirectly, like in the voting patterns in 2015 and 2019. No sitting 

or ruling government got a pass. The marginal difference in 2019 is still shameful. 

The status is therefore not different. If as a believer, you do not know and submit 

all affairs to Allah, you will not make a decent and effective worker, manager or 

political leader. Of course, it logically implies that if you have such orientation 

that will necessarily benefit the employer and the nation while most of the others 

are of the contrary, you will bear scars. This is because one sincere believer 

cannot produce security and prosperity for the company or organization, less the 

nation. In the case of a Christian, he has not different terms of God, to guide him. 

And for the non-believers the nation or collective will be his focus, spirit and 

orientation. Thus, it is in this course that both workers and the generality of 
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citizens will be catered for. Accordingly, if the traditional rulers, the political 

leaders, the chief executives, the workers, Christians, Muslims or unbelievers will 

have the orientation of serving all, without wicked discrimination, Nigerians will 

be served. Security, Peace and Prosperity will be available. The believers will be 

happy. The non-Muslims will be happy. The unbelievers will be happy. But it is 

stupid to consider being out of Christianity to become a Muslim before it works. 

It will be wrong to suspend Islam and become a Christian before it works. It will 

be irresponsible of these believers to abandon God for replacement with only the 

National Anthem. But instead of the believers leading the course in the making 

of policies, operations, management and leadership that build peace, security and 

prosperity, we are part or even leading in the destruction. The believers have all 

that is required in respect of knowledge and discipline for national peace, security 

and prosperity, but we have submitted to worse than Satan to assume the referee 

of our destruction. 
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CONCERN SIX 

Muhammad Naibi Bokun is no more to be surprised. He did not even bother to 

check when he heard footsteps and low voices approaching. But he thought that, 

there is usually a day gap between the stability of the number and any increase. 

If there will be change, it will be when they meet again. He appeared to be right. 

The full house turned up. And they exchanged greetings. As expected, he served 

them with something different. This time it is a take-away because it will not be 

convenient to consume. It is contained in small cups. It is black seed oil. In fact 

the youths did not envisage that anyone will be raising any concern or asking a 

question. But the brothers were the ones who were wrong. 

GogoFati Muhammad  

I do not want to draw us back. I also do not want to be gender bias even though 

it will not be out of place. I wonder if Time can be addressed for understanding 

this marrow challenge of saving man and mankind from self-destruction. The fact 

is clear that knowledge, recognition and submission to Allah is voluntary, but we 

have to live with non-Muslims and unbelievers. And we can be of much benefits 

to one another, even though believers get on each other’s throats. 

Muhammad Aminu  

This is inviting. Everybody talks about time management. But hastiness is the 

nature of man and can be a handiwork of Satan. 

Hadiza Saidu Muhammad  

Everywhere there is the believer, there will be Satan.  

Yes, I am part of Muhammad too. I noticed the surprise of giving three names. 
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Muhammad Naibi Bokun  

Not to bother, my sister in Islam. I expect that if others are to give three names 

like me and you, Muhammad may not double or triple. 

It is often referred to as Time Management. Believers have or are abandoning the 

Islamic provisions that will instil the right orientation. There is a Hadith Qudsi in 

which Abu Huraira reported the Prophet (SAW) to have said: Allah said, “Sons 

of Adam inveigh Time, and He is Time because whatever is contained in the Day 

and Night is by His permit.” 

What this means in the life of a believer is to act rightly at due times, in order to 

be with Allah. For instance, it is totally against submission to Allah to be filthy, 

just as it is not godly to move from an area of epidemic or to move into it from a 

free or safe area. In the first case, if a believer gets infected, he is clearly careless. 

It is rule in Islam to be clean always. In addition a believer should assume a state 

of purity in communicating with Allah. In the second case, it is prohibited to 

possibly spread evil. If you are caught up, you are rightly with Allah. It is a war 

to make mankind safe by submitting to rule. In consequence, all affairs are of 

Allah, whether pleasant or otherwise, as for believers, their portion is to comply. 

This requires knowledge and discipline or guidance. The deduction from this is 

that non-compliance and the consequences are the making and full responsibility 

of man. This is why the Qur’an warns that Allah does not do evil. It is man that 

invites or imposes it upon himself. For example, an innocent patient wrongly 

infected with HIV is not the same with one who acquired it from extra marital 

relationship. Allah is good. Believers are accordingly granted. The best are those 

who perform the prescribed prayers in their earliest times. The responsibility of 

paying a labourer who completes his assignment should be before his sweat dries 

up. A woman must perform the purification bath immediately her monthly flow 

ceases. The dead must be prepared and buried early to meet his welfare or relieve 
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the world of his evil. Contracts or covenants are to be strictly kept. A woman 

becomes one upon experience of flow. Where a flow exceeds fifteen days, prayer 

must be resumed. Timeliness is therefore part of the orientation of a believer. 

At the family level for example, if the wife prepares meals late, it is not for 

believers. If the children help the parents they save rewards with Allah and the 

pleasure of the parents. It is value investment whether it is money the child gives 

to the parents or materials or employment of a house help. The factor of time must 

be alive, by being timely. As a result, if the child of a materially poor parents 

gathers loads of parental pleasure and rewards with Allah, that qualitative 

connection through timeliness attracts the blessings of Allah in many forms and 

circumstances for the child and parents. Imam Ghazzali was taught honesty by 

his mother. He was traveling for studies and encountered robbers. They did not 

detect the money hidden on him by his mother. He confessed it to the head and it 

was discovered. That was why the head of the robbers converted to good deeds 

and Ghazzali opted for memorizing whatever he learned. But today, the time for 

dressing is so critical and attendance of occasions preferred to be late. A child 

may not stay away studying. A parent may rarely be at home throughout the week 

continuously. What kind of arrangement is this that will not allow connection 

with the development of the younger ones? And the leaders and parents are 

believers. What a shame. This is service to money instituted by Satan. Is it not 

evident that disconnection from the family produces puppies? Is it not evident 

that disconnection from Allah opens up windows for Zina and games? Are war 

games and violent films not popular? What amount of laws can check these? The 

authorities are shouting moral controls. The producers are asking for stringent 

sanctions for copyright abuses and are giving awards to themselves. How can the 

next generation be safe? 

So, in governance, unfortunately, it has been experienced under governors that 

are believers, to have salaries of workers unpaid for more than a month. It is not 
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uncommon to have a believer as Chief Executive of an organization where a 

contract for works or services is given, when no funds are available for payment. 

Experts of procurement will say it is unwarranted. It will be irresponsible of a 

believer. 

Time is the factor that we relate within, to establish efficiency, which means 

making the right effect at the right time. This is why refusal or failure to pay 

pensions as it falls due is most irrelevant and inhuman. Payment as it falls due is 

not praise worthy because it is just right. The same applies more to public budgets. 

No believer is expected to have a hand either in late budget preparation or 

submission, budget padding, non-funding or poor performance. But all the 

culprits are believers, either Muslims or Christians. It is a shame. 

It is therefore not funny to have a legislature, executive or contractor, taking ‘his’ 

time to serve. It is a misfortune that would have befallen a society. And if the 

leaders are the creators of misfortune, it is worse than bad. This is why all rational 

actions are evaluated in time context. When auditors check records, it is within a 

given time. When students are examined it is within a given time. When workers 

are paid or promoted, it is in relation to a given time. No believer knows or has 

the time of his death. Thus, he cannot intelligently afford to take time for anything 

before his death. He is to continue doing his best to his last time. 

While this consciously must not be lost sight of by all believers, it is more so for 

the leaders. A leader has the very same twenty four hours for night and day or a 

calendar day like every other citizen. However, he has no excuse whatsoever to 

claim to be too busy. This is why he has the liberty of building up the quality of 

his own time for the benefit of the general society. For example, if a Governor 

has a speech to deliver at a university graduation ceremony, he will have at least 

a month notice. During this month he may pencil down two or three subjects and 

how he will present them. But he may get a draft from the university. His aides 
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will prepare one by evaluating the draft. For him, he has the benefit of asking for 

a brief and making remarks to guide the final material. Indeed if he feels strongly 

about it, he will write it himself. The society then stands the chance of a quality 

leadership speech, policy or whatever. But in our case, the leader may not have 

even read it before the presentation. That is why in governance people talk of 

handlers today. The leader can be aloof of the reality of his pronouncements. 

The relationship with hastiness is the challenge or responsibility of deliberate 

orderliness or organization by every believer or human being. If at family level 

the head must be concerned about hunger, it is more so for the leader, for all the 

members of the society. For that reason, it is not logical, sensible or normal for a 

leader to show his face in the public if a member of the society dies. Therefore, 

with the structure of the applicability of the President, a Governor, a Chairman, 

Senator, a Representative, a House Member, a Traditional ruler to every citizen, 

it is a shame to have these people happy across a calendar year or two, with a 

single citizen in avoidable difficulty. 

It may be argued that, but these leaders cannot be everywhere. That is absolutely 

for Allah. But that is the trust they are bearing, and in our case, they have worn a 

war of choice to bear the mandate. In a worse self-imposed state are the traditional 

rulers who inherited it. There will be understanding only if the dying visibly sees 

that survival is in sight and has failed by arm’s length. For example, in Niger 

State there was a personally good governor who was afraid of lieutenants stealing 

the funds and kept pulling them. He is honest but leadership required using the 

funds rightly at the right time. He failed. He did not last. His supervisor 

entrusted the governance to another one who was a squanderer of values, money, 

integrity of men and ladies. And both were Muslims. So, where relief is only 

heard of and not seen to be confronting the dying, feeling it will be hopeless. But 

this is the trademark of leadership today. 
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NnaRabi Muhammad  

This challenge is a matter of orientation. It will appear to be approachable or 

subject to overcoming, but certainly not without Allah. Every party has fallen and 

needs to rise up or be aided, in addition to some miracle. 
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CONCERN SEVEN 

The youths walked in to the now homely presence of Muhammad Naibi Bokun. 

The routine of Salam between them and him followed cheerfully. He had not 

bothered to check their number before reaching him but there was no surprise. 

This time around, similar trays servings were already there. He just signalled that 

the brothers take theirs and the sisters take the one with three cups. The turn oil 

oils is not over. This time it is olive. 

Hadiza Saidu Muhammad  

I do not know how to put the subject or aspect of the problem I will like to be 

addressed. The issue of inter relationships between Muslims. It appears to be very 

weak. In consequence, we are worse off.  

Muhammad Naibi Bokun  

Fine. We are together. We are the only two with three names. For example, 

brothers who claim or appear to be believers may be betrayers. He promises to 

marry a sister and switches to another without notice. The same can apply to a 

sister in relation to a brother. It is not uncommon or impossible. But it is not for 

believers. What makes it possible is ignorance and the indiscipline that it 

generates. In such relationships, the parents of both parties are required to be in 

commitment. And it can be decided in two weeks. Anything more is unnecessary 

and can be unserious. This is why another party interested in the same marriage 

with one of the parties does not need to wait forever. Because, with a commitment 

by both parties, it is wrong of another believer to make similar proposals, either 

from the parties in commitment or outside. But this is only possible if the parties 

are knowledgeable in what is right and true and live by it. If they are ignorant or 

careless or carefree, anything can happen. The sister can be put in a family way, 

another brother can equally be welcomed or even introduced. This can be with 
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the cooperation of the sister or not. But even if the parents are not very 

knowledgeable, are there no knowledgeable believers around them? What of the 

Imam? What of the ruler? 

Seeking for knowledge and guidance is supposed to be easier now, regardless of 

the probable risks. A book is not only an embodiment of knowledge but what has 

been acquired over a time. For example, if you take an approved dissertation for 

a degree of doctor of philosophy, it may have taken an author, the supervisors and 

institution three years to conclude. But a reader will attain the same qualitative 

level of knowledge in say, a week of reading the material. This is a wonderful 

openly available line of relationship with records. The history of Imam Bukhari 

for instance and the production of his Hadith collection is an excellent example. 

Those of us who read it today for guidance are adding all the qualitative build-up 

to our time. And what can we add to our value more or better than the Qur’an? 

But this relationship for knowledge and guidance is very poor with believers. 

Neither the leaders, the parents nor the children bother to read for learning. 

Indeed when we make efforts, we ‘corrupt’ relationship. We read books without 

teachers. We may even relate with teachers but not with personal humility. This 

may be on the Internet or in formal settings for examination and certification. 

Today, when believers meet and discuss, it not in the light of the Qur’an and 

Sunnah. But when they watch or play or discuss football, it will not make sense, 

devoid of the rules. 

Between believers who are not of the same family, clan, locality, mother tongue 

etc. the requirement of being blocks of a wall strengthening one another is 

extremely weak, where it exists. For instance if an Ibo Muslim approaches an 

emir who is claiming to be a Muslim ruler, for support with Islamic books, he is 

most likely going to be asked to turn to book stores or a rich Muslim who is 

similarly empty. It will be more dramatic if he is to ask for the hand of his 

daughter in marriage. It may not be different with a Senator or Governor who is 
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a believer. Indeed, he may even promise to support but will betray. The real 

explanation is that, they do not know, believe less have committed to raising the 

name of Allah. Those who decide to do so, will be if their children, clan members, 

locality members are the ones. But the Allah that all of them prostrate to is One. 

Allah has not asked to be worshipped by families or locality or mother tongue or 

race. When the Prophet (SAW) heard footsteps of Bilal during his visit to 

paradise, he is a believer, though black and a freed slave. The Prophet said a 

learned Ethiopian who is a slave is more appropriate to lead in Salat if and where 

Arabs are less. The situation is therefore truly bad and worrisome. 

Neither is family relationships safe nor our learning reassuring nor the 

relationship of leaders to fellow believers ruled by the love of Allah. This is why 

Hypocrisy is the order of the day. The parents do not or cannot care to protect the 

rights of Allah and the children. The children grow to be free from their duties to 

the parents. The youths have no guidance over the learnings and teachings that 

are right. They grow like wild plants and weed on the surface of the earth. The 

leaders and rulers have neither respect nor love for the society. Indeed, the respect 

and love for their families can drop, for only themselves. 

In consequence, we are always in foolish waste of our times, for investment with 

Allah and achieving any reasonable and useful things in this world for ourselves. 

We are characterized by all kinds of secret investigations, to ensure having the 

truth in hand, when our children, relatives or tribesmen are not involved. The 

distrust and self-deceit or hypocrisy can get as thick as clotted blood and bitter 

like bile. The youths are engaged in this and are in courtship for years. They want 

to be sure that they know the partner. Where is Allah? The blessing of His 

Guidance is thrown away and lost. The parents are in this and lose wonderful 

opportunities for their children. The leaders are in this and spend forever in 

admitting the good people they meet. In the end we are all losers. Indeed, the 

application of the same backward principle to remain ‘within’ by the royals, the 
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rich and powerful or between themselves have not helped the Ummah or the 

society better. This is because the foolishness and blindness they ride on is that, 

their preferred children, relatives, tribesmen are safer. Their checks with private 

detectives, Mu’alims, Reverends and Sorcerers will neither satisfy nor serve 

them. Only believers who adopt the ways of the IGNORANT in pre-Islamic 

traditions are into such. The standard of Allah is right knowledge and discipline 

of what is right, by whoever. In such cases, success does not last, the marriage is 

not happy, the children don’t achieve close to what the protective parents have 

attained and the leaders become a laughing stock because they get betrayed and 

the society suffers, even where good intentions exist. The serpent of hypocrisy 

cannot help itself. This is why Allah has appropriately assigned the bottom of 

Hell Fire for such believers. 

Relationships are therefore truly critical for the sustenance and building of the 

Ummah. But ignorant, arrogant, hypocritical believers cannot serve this 

objective. They will also either have substitute principles of Satan or self-serving 

ones or they will be failures even with secular arrangements. This is exactly our 

unfortunate experience in Nigeria. In consequence, non-Muslims will say Islam 

cannot provide a solution. Non-believers will say the same of Muslims and 

Christians. Indeed some believers will share the same stand. 

GogoFati Muhammad  

The situation appears impossible or too problematic for attraction to deal with. 

No wonder many citizens either leave Nigeria not to return or decide to stay back 

after living outside. This is even on religious grounds because the air in other 

secular societies is cleaner to breath. Religious practices appear safer than here. 
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Muhammad Sulayman  

Certainly. Even in phone text interaction, people rarely respond to texts, whereas 

with Salam, a response is required. It is almost certainly the case, when there is a 

favour by one person to another. The giver will rarely respond more than once 

with twenty texts. This enables pride to sneak in, between the parties because the 

needy turns into a beggar. 
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CONCERN EIGHT 

The same number and mixture of youths arrived to find out about their concerns 

with Muhammad Naibi Bokun. But there is a difference in the turn up. Each 

person was holding something. Only the youths know, until they make it known. 

The host responded to the greetings as usual and left. He returned with jugs. And 

they smelled the mixture of milk and honey. But they will resist even a sip before 

the end of their meeting. Muhammad Naibi Bokun kept his cool. He knew that 

something was in the offing to be revealed soon. His offer was inviting, unlike 

the oils one will rather take home before use. 

NnaRabi Muhammad  

Mine is really very simple and straightforward. What is the position of Du’a in 

helping believers out of this quagmires? 

Muhammad Tijjani  

In addition, what possible specific Du’a will be appropriate? 

Muhammad Naibi Bokun  

I must admit that I have no technical or scientific response to this. As you know, 

Islam is a way of life. The question of a specific way or tablet that will definitely 

switch the light on, for anyone, is not applicable. Consequently getting the same 

results from the same Du’a is not applicable. The affair is much easier than 

available to only certified trainees or experts. 

But even here, there can be or there are problems. What is clearly known is that 

the Qur’an guides that Allah, the Owner and Master of all heavens, earths, what 

contained in them and between them are liable to submit to Allah willingly or 

unwillingly. And because He does as He pleases, he has given a guide for meeting 

or getting His pleasure. Thus, His Messenger has taught the how. Ask the real 
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owner of you and all affairs of whatever and all your needs, without exception, 

even though He gives without your asking. The second is to persist in asking. 

And the justification for this is that you cannot force Him to oblige you. Indeed 

for believers, He may give, give more, give less, give another or not give 

immediately or at all. 

In the Qur’an He has enjoined believers to praise Him, glorify Him, call upon 

Him and to ask from Him. And He gave examples with His names or attributes. 

Whichever a believer decides to use, is acceptable. In the Hadith it is recorded 

that Allah has ninety nine or one hundred less one names and attributes. Some of 

these can be gotten directly from the Qur’an. However, attributes or names of 

Allah are numberless because all beautiful names are His. And if the oceans and 

more were ink for writing; the trees and more were pens, the words of Allah will 

not be exhausted after all would have been used up. For example, many Prophets 

among the children of Israel of the past called upon Him but we have no idea of 

what words or names they called. Muhammad (SAW) was reported to have 

answered an enemy that it is Allah that will save him. He pronounced it thrice. 

What is indisputable is that Salat is a principal means for Du’a. 

What is also deductible from the emphasis that Allah is pure and only clean things 

reach Him, living clear of all that He has forbidden is the foundation for Du’a. 

The required building on this foundation is commitment of good deeds. And the 

first layer is defined by all obligatory injunctions to be followed by voluntary or 

commendable goodly deeds. For example, Salat are defined to be five. There are 

non-obligatory relatives and there is night prayer.  

The fact that a believer may not be ice-clear or clean of sins, regular asking for 

forgiveness is a commendable top up. Indeed, the Qur’an contains the direct 

connection between asking for forgiveness and bounties like goodly children, 

rains and wealth. What else does man crave for that is not connected to these? 
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It is then clear that every believer has a personal duty to make Du’a. One can 

request a fellow believer who submits to the same terms to support. It is not 

prohibitive for a family or group or nation to do it. However, the base is the 

individual. It will be strange to institutionalize it. Formalization of matters of 

orientation can water down the spirit of personal connection with Allah. 

The problem however is that believers pray and ask constantly. So, why are the 

problems building up? And we cannot deny not regularly witnessing His 

acceptance of our prayers and obliging us. This may be why a tablet is tempting. 

What is fairly known is that, we often and largely ask for evil instead of good. 

When Allah obliges us we go back to him. For example, a believer who gets his 

jewellery stolen will rarely ask that the thief returns it or keep it and never steals 

again. The common inclination is that whoever stole it, keeps it, buys it, sells it, 

uses it etc., should die violently. And if his house gets burnt with his family 

because the thief is a member of his family, he loses his mind. He screams that 

his enemies are after him. 

Some other times believers just do not have a stable faith in Allah. A leader who 

is a believer can invest resources in or for Muslims, Christians and idol 

worshippers to pray for him. While it is not prohibited for another believer to pray 

for you, it must not be anyone who associates anyone or anything with Allah. 

We have also evolved a notorious culture of trading with this critical tool of 

livelihood. It is not uncommon for commoner believers, leaders and rulers to 

engage the learned, teachers and scholars to pray for success in specific projects. 

On the face of it, it is most proper, because we can share from the closeness of 

one another to Allah. After the death of Rasul, the leader of the faithful asked the 

uncle to pray for rain. Allah obliged. The Prophet (SAW) personally prayed for 

the Ansar because of their collective vow to support him and as they did. The 
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prayer of a parent over a child is blessed. The same with that of a husband on a 

wife. 

However in our case it is a trade. Payment is either made for it without bargain 

given the tacit understanding that it is the standard or, it is demanded for. This is 

why it is logical for non-Muslims to approach Muslims for such spiritual support. 

And it has evolved as a business of its own. But it is wrong, especially as it is 

almost always for worldly private interests. Even when a leader asked for his 

followers, there is underneath personal interest. While it may not be prohibitive 

he may deny it because of hypocrisy. And for the reason that they do not fail to 

achieve their aims, the prayer enterprise flourishes. 

Nonetheless, the matter is not as plain and straight as it appears. The growing 

belief and under is that they or some of them have the appropriate tablets of 

invoking Allah for acceptance of prayer. This is leading to the evolvement of 

‘idols’ among them and the relationship of belief in the person short of worship. 

This is a negative cultural development in the Ummah. And because the seekers 

or clients are desperate for whatever and whoever will enable them get results, 

they may colour it with entrepreneurs who engage in non-comments or evil 

practices. In the end what belongs to Allah is confused or mixed up with what is 

not His. This is the root of senior idol worshippers or priests sometimes honoured 

with being traditionalists, expressing their wonders. They are aware that some 

Christian and Muslim learned consult them to succeed, so, why will the followers 

look down upon them? The lifestyle is that they meet behind the sun, like robbers 

and adulterers. The hypocrites do not reveal or admit their having such associates. 

But for believers, you have no justification for doing whatever you are not 

shameful of identifying with. 
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The challenge of cleansing or orderliness and Reorientation equally applies to our 

commitment to Du’a that has not escaped corruption. But it is undoubtedly the 

tool we can resort to along with changing from our evil or corruptive ways. 

NnaRabi Muhammad  

I believe that we have understood you fairly well. But we are sincerely not 

satisfied without something like a tablet. We have been hearing of a secret one. 

The greatest name of Allah. Since you may know, help us. We will, by the grace 

of Allah, not abuse or misuse it.  

Muhammad Tijjani  

That is exactly the point. 

Muhammad Naibi Bokun  

Let me say a few things. I hope that you will find it helpful. As I indicated earlier, 

the base for Du’a is the individual. If the individual is cleansed, it will make a 

good society, a good ruler or leader.  

And the foundation is to seek to know and keep off at least major sins. For 

instance Zina today has taken different forms and types in our times. Find out 

from scholars, the content, the trend and the hows of safety. The roles of the 

sources, the practices, the leaders and rulers will be defined and all parties get 

committed to the same objectives. The same will apply to the handiworks of Satan 

in the process of making doubtful things legal or non-major sins. Music is one. 

Qira’a is gradually queuing on the row of music. It is not uncommon to hear the 

recitation of Qur’an being blasted on a moving vehicle or in a business shop as 

advertorial. Sports is another. 
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This is to be followed by knowledge as well as regular and optimal practices of 

what are most enjoined along with commendable commandments, as the Prophet 

(SAW) lived. 

And the leading is knowing how Rasul used to perform Salat and doing 

accordingly to the best of one’s abilities. This is most critical because it is 

available to all without restriction and all persons that may be asked have the 

same Allah to plead with. 

As for charity that is also open to all, a believer does not need to be materially 

rich, to be generous in charities and giving to the most entitled people with the 

right hand without the left hand knowing. Scholars can teach this. Sharing of the 

word or message of Allah and the Sunnah of His Messenger comes topmost. 

Material things are of lower grade because they have to be acquired rightly and 

given out rightly. 

The promise of Allah is that whoever engages accordingly and sincerely will 

be facing Him, moving towards Him, and when they meet, the seeing, grasp 

etc. of the believer will be His. Whoever patiently perseveres to attain this and 

sticks to it will have no need to ask another believer to assist him and will be 

fulfilled. Allah will not fail him. How can such a leader be a threat to anybody? 

There is nothing prohibitive or discouraging about any suggested or 

recommended recitations of the pure words of Allah or His attributes. It must be 

appreciated that Allah had, has and can answer His caller by 

whatever clean means or words He pleases. 

NnaRabi Muhammad  

I am very satisfied with this. 
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Muhammad Mansur  

It is unlikely that anyone will not be satisfied with this. 

Muhammad Naibi Bokun  

Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds. We can now refresh a mixture of the 

favourite drinks of the Messenger of Allah. I had wanted to soak dates overnight 

and top it up, but Allah did not permit it. 

GogoFati Muhammad  

Alhamdu liLahi. In appreciation, we have come with different things to share with 

you too. 
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CLOSING 

The youths asked for an additional tray which Muhammad Naibi obliged. That 

was placed before him. They differently shared what they had between the three 

trays to serve Muhammad Naibi Bokun, the sisters and the brothers. Each tray 

was served slices of pineapple, water melon, apple and mango. There were also 

grape, guavas and berries. They ate pleasantly and drank what they had kept from 

the beginning. Muhammad Naibi Bokun requested each of them to pray in 

gratitude. They recited Fatiha, Ikhlas, Kafiroon, Falaq, Nas, Nasr, Kauthar and 

Qadr. He smiled and recited the verses of the Throne and Light. He then pleaded 

that Allah envelopes them with the blessings of the chapters and verses He has 

willed them to recite. They all answered, Amen. They greeted as usual to leave 

and they expressed missing each other already. 

 


